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Larry Drew says spat with Josh Smith settled

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

9:14 p.m. Saturday, December 4, 2010 

MIAMI -- Hawks coach Larry Drew said he considers what he called a "father-son" spat with forward 

Josh Smith to be settled after Smith apologized to the team following the Hawks' victory over 

Philadelphia on Friday.

Smith was upset after Drew benched him in the fourth quarter for two ill-timed jump shots. Smith 

gestured and yelled at Drew as he came off the court, stayed away from team huddles and continued to 

complain on the bench as teammates tried to calm him.

Drew, who replaced Smith with Zaza Pachulia, said he didn't see Smith's reactions.

"First thing he did after the game, I came in to address the team and he said, ‘Hey, coach, I just want to 

apologize to everyone for how I handled the situation,'" Drew said. "He didn't have to do that, but he did. I 

think he knows in his heart he didn't handle that the right way, especially if I am looking at him being one 

of my captains."

Smith eventually reengaged with his teammates as the Hawks rallied. Drew put him back in the game for 

the final 20 seconds.

“Obviously I wanted to be in the game," he said. "I knew that my offensive game wasn’t clicking. I’ve got 

to thank Zaza for stepping in there."

Drew said he wouldn't fine Smith or otherwise discipline him for the incident.

"He was man enough to address it after the game," Drew said. "As far as I am concerned, it is water 

under the bridge."

Wilkins debuts

Hawks swingman Damien Wilkins, signed for depth after Joe Johnson's surgery, made his Hawks 

debut in the first quarter.

"I am going to have to learn on the fly," he said before the game.

Wilkins is the son of former NBA player Gerald Wilkins and the nephew of former Hawks star 

Dominique Wilkins.
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"Any time I looked at a Hawks jersey and saw ‘Wilkins' on the back it was my uncle," he said. "Now 

looking at it and seeing my name, it is a dream come true. I am ecstatic. I am super-excited, and I can't 

wait to get started."

Lineup fluid

Drew has started Mo Evans at shooting guard since Johnson's injury, but said he also could use lineups 

with Al Horford shifted to power forward and either Pachulia or Jason Collins at center.

“That lineup is not set in stone until Joe gets back," Drew said. "I will make a decision of what will be the 

best matchup for us at the very beginning of the game. Chances are we will be shifting lineups.”
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